Abstract. Let / be a function defined on a subset U (Rot/ C U) of a real linear space X with the values in a sequentially complete locally convex linear topological Hausdorff space Y. We show that if there exist a bounded subset V
Introduction
J. Tabor proved in [6] that every mapping from a real vector space X into a normed space Y satisfying the inequality (1) ||α -1 /( αι ) -/(x)|| < ε for α € R \ {Ο},χ 6 Χ, where ε > 0 is given, is homogeneous. Z. Kominek and J. Matkowski investigated in [4] the condition (2) a~lf(ax) -f{x) 6 V, α e A, χ e S, for the mapping / from a cone S C X into a sequentially complete locally convex linear topological Hausdorff space and a subset A C (l,oo). Their result has next been generalized in [5] . J. Schwaiger has examined the condition It is proved there that if the functions / and φ satisfy (3) and f(X) is unbounded, then φ is a multiplicative function and there is a function F : X -* Y satisfying
(we say then that F is φ-homogeneous) and such that the difference F -f is suitably bounded on X.
In [1] and [7] it has been investigated the inequality ||/(a*)-aV(x)ll <<?(a,x), aGR\{0},xGX, with some functions g mapping Rxl into R. Moreover S. Czerwik studied in [2] the following Pexider-type stability condition 11/ (a®) -<Ka)s(x)|| < g (α, χ), a G R, χ € X. In this paper we investigate some kind of stability of the homogeneity and stability of the Pexider-type homogeneous equation.
Main result
Throughout this paper the letters N, No, R, R+, Ro stand for positive integers, non-negative integers, reals, non-negative reals, and reals different from zero, respectively. From now on X stands for a real linear space and Yfor a sequentially complete locally convex linear topological Hausdorff space. The sequentially closure of V will be denoted by seqcl V. By conv V we will denote the convex hull of V. The subset V C Y is said to be bounded if for each neighbourhood W of zero there exists an r e Ro such that r V C W. By (j4) we denote a multiplicative group generated by the set A C Ro · It is known that for V C Y and 0 < a < ß, aV C /3conv(FU {0}) holds. Moreover, if V is symmetric with respect to the origin, then aV C β conv V.
We have the following 
and such that Proof. We give only the main idea of the proof, which follows as that one of Theorem 1 from [3] . Fix an α € j4o-Consider two cases:
In the first case one can show that {</>(α) _η /(α η χ) : η 6 Ν} is a Cauchy sequence. Hence we may define the function F a :U -*Y, 
and so, using (4), we get 
for χ G U.
Moreover we have
|Q|P -\φ{α)\
Let us notice that from (6) and (9) it follows that
Using this fact and considering suitable cases (cf. [3] ) one can prove that
Whence we may define
Moreover, by (7) and (10) we get
where c is given as in the statement of our Theorem. The simply verification that F is unique can be concluded as in [3] and we left it to the reader. Now let us assume that F obtained above is different from 0, that is there is an xo G U with F(xo) φ 0. From (11) we have that
for all a€A Q ,xeU.
Consequently, for q = Ai · ... · A^J" 1 · ... · μ^1 G (Ao), we obtain Since F(xo) Φ 0, so we have
therefore φ is well defined. Moreover, by (12), we obtain
13) F(ax) = 4>{a)F(x)
for α G (Ao), χ G U.
for α, β G (Ao) we have
4>(aß)F(x 0 ) = F(aßxo) = 4>(a)F(ßx 0 ) = 4>(a)4>(ß)F(x 0 ), ο φ(αβ) = φ(α)φ(β)
ajid φ is a multiplicative function. The uniquenes we obtain from the construction of φ. Prom (13) we get that F is φ~ Aomogeneous.
Next assume that F obtained above is different to 0, 0 6 U and φ (αο) φ 1 Jor some ao € Ao-From (13) we get
Bo F(0) = 0. By (13) we may uniquelly extend φ as follows
for a = 0, and then φ : (Ao) U {0} -» R is a unique multiplicative function such that F is ^-homogeneous.
• REMARK 1. The similar example as in [3] shows that the estimation obtained in the assertion of above Theorem is the best one.
Stability of Pexider-type homogeneous equation
In this section we consider, for given functions f,g:U-*Y, the following stability condition 
We are going to show that F(x) = G(x) for each χ G U. Let us consider two cases:
1) there exists an α G Aq such that |a| p < |<£(a)|. Then F(x)= lim φia)-n fia n x),Gix) = lim tf>(a)~n 5 (a n x) η->oo η-»00
and from (14) we get
2) there exists an α € AQ such that |α| ρ > |0(α)|. Then
and from (14) we obtain
so we have
The last statement of our theorem we obtain similarly as in Theorem 1.
•
Stability in Banach spaces
The conditions (5) and (14) may be considered, in a special case, for a normed space Y. We take V = {y £Y : ] |j /|| < 1}. Then (5) and (14) may be rewriten as
respectively. From Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain 
